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14 Rhodes Run
By David Fyten
The dramatic increase in Rhodes Scholarships
awarded to Wake Forest undergraduates
didn’t just happen. It’s one outcome of a plan
to recruit and cultivate top students.
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A Great Run
By Cherin C. Poovey (P ’08)
In academics and athletics,
senior and newest Rhodes
Scholar Michelle Sikes
sets the pace.

The Hermit in the
Wait Chapel Tower
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The Little School
That Did

By David Fyten

By Dave Joseph

Roman Catholic priest
Samuel Weber helps
infuse the Divinity School
with “true ecumenism.”

Every Deadhead
should adopt this
school. Jerry Garcia
meets Mr. Whipple.
The smallest school
and the coolest.

Ed Christman (’50, JD ’53)

Founders’ Day
Faculty honored; Christman
receives Medallion of Merit

C

E MERITUS E D
C HRISTMAN (’50, JD ’53),
counselor and friend to generations of students and Wake Forest’s
spiritual guiding force for decades,
received the University’s highest
honor, the Medallion of Merit, at
Founders’ Day Convocation on
February 22. Christman retired in
2003 after serving as chaplain for
thirty-four years.
“Seldom does an institution
spawn a graduate who so thoroughly embodies its soul, Pro
Humanitate,” said President Nathan
O. Hatch. “His compassion and
HAPLAIN
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kindness, combined with his witty
and wonderfully irreverent spirit,
have made some proclaim he is
Wake Forest’s demon deacon.”
Christman came to Wake
Forest intending to be an attorney,
but after graduating from law
school, he attended Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary on
the Old Campus. He became Baptist campus minister in 1956 and
was later named assistant chaplain and then chaplain in 1969.
Christman was honored following the Convocation address by
Paul Rusesabagina, whose courage
during the Rwandan genocide
in 2004 inspired the film “Hotel
Rwanda.” Also during Convocation, the following awards were
presented to faculty:
Kulynych Family Omicron Delta
Kappa Award for Contribution to
Student Life — DAVID YAMANE,
assistant professor of sociology;
Kienzle Teaching Award —
STEPHEN BRYAN, assistant professor
of accounting (Babcock School);
Cowan Faculty Research Prize —
SARA MOELLER, assistant professor
of finance (Babcock School);
Joseph Branch Excellence in
Teaching Award — WENDY
PARKER, professor of law.
For more on Convocation,
see www.wfu.edu/convocation.

Q U A D
T H E
A R O U N D

Discovery: Atala’s team makes
history with groundbreaking
stem-cell research

T

HE LATEST ANNOUNCEMENT

by the medical school’s Dr.
Anthony Atala—that his team of
researchers had discovered a new
source of stem cells in amniotic
fluid that could be used to produce a variety of tissue types—
drew national attention and was
cited on the floor of Congress by
those for and against embryonicstem-cell research.
Atala, along with colleagues
from the Wake Forest School of
Medicine and Harvard Medical
School, reported that they had
used stem cells drawn from
amniotic fluid to create muscle,
bone, fat, blood vessel, nerve,
and liver cells in the laboratory.
Their findings could lead to
breakthroughs in replacing damaged cells and tissue in treating
patients with spinal cord injuries,
diabetes, and Alzheimer’s, but
preliminary tests in patients are
still years away.
“Our hope is that these cells
will provide a valuable resource
for tissue repair and for engineered organs as well,” said
Atala, a senior researcher and
director of the Institute for
Regenerative Medicine. Atala’s
findings—the result of seven

years of research—were first published in January in the scientific
journal Nature Biotechnology.
Atala and his colleagues
reported that they had discovered
that a small number of stem cells
in amniotic fluid—estimated at
1 percent—can give rise to many
of the specialized cell types found
in the human body, although they
aren’t sure exactly how many
different types. “So far, we’ve
been successful with every cell
type we’ve attempted to produce
from these stem cells,” he said.
The newly discovered cells may
represent an intermediate stage
between embryonic stem cells
and adult stem cells.
Amniotic stem cells come
from the fluid surrounding
unborn babies and their placentas. Atala’s team obtained the
cells using placentas or fluid
from amniocentesis, a medical
procedure commonly performed
on unborn children to test for
genetic diseases. Because amnioticstem-cell research doesn’t harm
the fetus, Atala’s research avoids
the controversy that surrounds
embryonic-stem-cell research.
President Bush vetoed legislation last year that would have

Atala

eased restrictions on federally
funded embryonic-stem-cell
research. In January, the same
week that Atala’s research was
released, the U.S. House again
passed legislation supporting
government-funded research.
The Senate had yet to take up
the issue by late January.
Both sides in the House debate
used Atala’s research to support
their positions, even as he cautioned that amniotic stem cells
should not be considered a
replacement for embryonic or
adult stem cells.“It is essential
that National Institutes of Healthfunded researchers are able to
fully pursue embryonic-stem-cell
research as a complement to
research into other forms of
stem cells,” he wrote in a letter
to Congress.
Atala’s announcement was
the latest advance in regenerative
medicine to come from his team
since he moved to Wake Forest
three years ago from Harvard University. Last year, he and his colleagues rebuilt bladders for seven
young patients using tissue grown
from the patient’s own cells.

www.wfu.edu/wowf
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B
Gatewood receives
international award
for ‘Diana Project’

B

ETSY

G ATEWOOD,
director of the
University’s Office
of Entrepreneurship and Liberal
Arts, and four
research partners
Gatewood
at other universities
have won a prestigious international award for their
contributions to entrepreneurship and small business research
over their careers, both individually and as a research team.
Gatewood, who is also a
research professor in the Calloway
School of Business and Accountancy, joined with professors from
Harvard, Babson College (Massachusetts), and the University of
St. Thomas (Minnesota) in 1999
to form a research consortium,
the “Diana Project,” to study
women entrepreneurs and their
businesses.
Gatewood and her colleagues
received the FSF-NUTEK Award,
which recognizes outstanding
research on entrepreneurship
and small-business development,
and she will travel to Sweden in
May to receive the award. The
award, given annually since 1996,
is sponsored by FSF, the Swedish
Foundation for Small Business
Research, and NUTEK, the
Swedish Business Development
Agency.
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Eure named Associate
Dean of the College

Biology’s Conner
named AAAS Fellow

L

P

P ROFESSOR OF
B IOLOGY Herman Eure
(PhD ’74) has been appointed an
Associate Dean of the College.
Eure will work on faculty development issues, while continuing
to teach in the biology department. Eure
joined the
faculty in
1974 and
served as
chair of the
biology
department
from 1998
through 2006. Eure
ONGTIME

Former student establishes
chair to honor Goho

A

of professor Thomas S. Goho has
established a chair of finance in
the Calloway School of Business
and Accountancy in Goho’s
honor. The donor, now a successful investment banker, asked to
remain
anonymous.
Goho, who
joined the
faculty in
1977, will be
the first
holder of the
chair.
FORMER STUDENT

Goho

B IOLOGY
William E. Conner has been
named an American Association
for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) Fellow. Conner, who
joined the faculty in 1988, is
widely known for his research
into animal communication and
sexual
selection
in insects.
AAAS is
the world’s
largest general scientific
society and
publisher of
Conner
the journal
Science.
ROFESSOR OF

Student award honors
Phillips, professor emerita

A

STUDENT AWARD has been
established in honor of one
of the University’s first female
faculty members, now retired
Professor of English Elizabeth
Phillips. The award will be presented during Commencement
to the undergraduate or graduate
student writing the best essay
on women’s and gender studies
during the year. Phillips joined
the faculty in 1957 and retired
in 1989. She served as acting
coordinator of the women’s and

J

CALLO S CHOOL was one of
the five winning teams in
PricewaterhouseCoopers 4th
Annual xTREME Accounting
Case Competition. The Calloway
team consisted of seniors Nicole
Burnap of Queen Creek, Arizona,
and Kristen Raliski of WinstonSalem; junior Cameron Hendrix
of High Point, North Carolina;
and sophomores Kristin Conrad
of Fort Myers, Florida, and John
Xenakis of Morris Plains, New
Jersey. George R. Aldhizer III,
PricewaterhouseCoopers Professor for Academic Excellence, was
the team’s faculty advisor.
TEAM FROM THE

UST WEEKS AFTER THE

in
Wake Forest history, the biggest
renovation in Groves Stadium
history got underway. The stadium
press box was imploded on January 14 to make way for Deacon
Tower, a $40 million facility to
house luxury boxes, club seating,
and the press box.
Plans for Deacon Tower were
announced last summer but were
contingent on the success of early
fund-raising. Athletics Director
Ron Wellman said in December
that more than enough luxury
boxes and club seats had been
sold to allow construction to
begin. Deacon Tower is expected
to be completed in time for the
2008 season.
BIGGEST FOOTBALL GAME

WAY

gender studies program in 1990–
91. She received the University’s
highest award for service, the
Medallion of Merit, in 1992.

Kuhn receives
mentoring award

W

L. P OTEAT Professor of Biology Raymond
E. Kuhn has been honored for his
dedication to mentoring future
scientists. Kuhn, who joined the
faculty in 1968, received the 2007
Clark P. Read Mentor Award from
the American Society of Parasitologists for training young scientists
and inspiring a passion for research
in parasitology.
ILLIAM

WF moves up on
Peace Corps list

W

F OREST HAS MOVED
four spots to number
seven on the list of small colleges
and universities with the most
volunteers serving in the Peace
Corps, according to the 2007
rankings released by the Peace
Corps in January. Twenty-one
alumni currently are serving as
Peace Corps volunteers. Since
the Peace Corps was founded,
174 Wake Forest alumni have
served as volunteers.
AKE

UP

Calloway grads top CPA
exam scores — again

F

OR THE SECOND STRAIGHT

YEAR , graduates

of the Calloway School rank first in the
nation for their performance on
the CPA exam. Wake Forest graduates taking the exam in 2005,
the most recent scores available,
ranked first in financial accounting and reporting, auditing and
attestation, and regulation, and
second in business environment
and concepts. Wake Forest also
ranked first for the number of
candidates who passed all four
sections of the exam (88 percent).
Since the Calloway School began
offering a master’s degree in
accounting in 1997, its graduates
have ranked first or second on
the CPA exam every year.

NICK BABLADELIS ’08

Phillips

Q U A D

A

T H E

Deacon Tower
moves forward

A R O U N D

Student team wins
accounting competition

Construction begins on Deacon Tower following
the groundbreaking ceremony on January 24.

www.wfu.edu/wowf
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A wish comes

s true for Wake Forest football and its fans.
Story by Dan Collins
Photos by Ken Bennett
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J IM G ROBE
and his Wake Forest
Deacons were a testament in 2006 to the old
saying that if you live
long enough, you’re liable
to see anything. Only
those who have suffered
with the Deacons over
their largely unrequited 105-year affair
with football can really appreciate what
Grobe and his resourceful, resilient
team did on their stunning run to an
ACC championship and trip to Miami
for the Orange Bowl.
Of all the adjectives used to describe
the Deacons’ 11–3 season that included
a title-game
victory over
Georgia Tech
OACH

in Jacksonville, the most
appropriate is “incomparable.” For never before had
Wake Forest won more
than eight games in a season and only three times
had it won more than
seven. Never before had
Wake Forest played on as
grand a national stage as the Orange
Bowl, where the Deacons proved they
belonged against Louisville by taking a
lead into the fourth quarter before
falling 24–13. Never before had Wake
Forest captured college football’s fancy
with its steadfast refusal to be floored
without a fight. And only once before
in the fifty-three-year history
of the ACC had Wake Forest
won the conference title.

That was accomplished in 1970 with
a 6–5 record so nondescript that the
Deacons weren’t even invited to play
in a bowl.
“In every category that you look
at what this team accomplished
this year, there’s nothing to compare
it to,’’ said Director of Athletics
Ron Wellman.
Wellman has been at Wake Forest
since 1992. Many fans, including
alumnus Ashby Cook (’71), have been
around much longer. Some have been
around long enough to remember
when the Deacons were a laughingstock, not just of the ACC but college
football in general. In the fifty-four
years of ACC play, the Deacons have
had more winless seasons (eight) than
winning seasons (seven) against other

Wake Forest’s incomparable and improbable season saw the Deacons capture only the school’s second ACC Championship in a
9–6 win over Georgia Tech in Jacksonville, Florida, on December 2. Sophomore place-kicker Sam Swank (top) provided all the
points and sent the Deacons on to the Orange Bowl.
8
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Redshirt freshman quarterback Riley
Skinner (top), pressed into action
after a season-ending injury to starter
Ben Mauk, responded by leading the
Deacons to the Orange Bowl. Junior
running back De’Angelo Bryant finds
a hole in the Louisville defense in the
fourth quarter.

conference teams. “There’s been nothing like this in my forty years at Wake
Forest,’’Cook said.“Nothing even close.’’
There was a feeling around Wake
Forest that the Deacons—after five
years of patiently redshirting 114 of
their 123 freshmen recruits to defer
their eligibility—might be pretty good
in 2006. But as of last July that sentiment
had not spread to Jacksonville, where
the ACC media picked the Deacons

the events that were soon to unfold at
Wake Forest, where naturally, nothing
ever comes easy. Benjamin Mauk, a
junior who had been groomed for
three years at quarterback, broke his
arm and dislocated his shoulder in the
opening game against Syracuse. His
replacement, Riley Skinner, was a redshirt freshman who received the final
scholarship to be offered to his recruiting class. Skinner, the son, grandson,

to finish last in the Atlantic Division.
“I was a little miffed honestly back
in July,’’ Grobe said months later. “We
had eighteen starters coming back.
I’m not sure we didn’t belong last in
the division because we hadn’t proven
anything. But I had a sense that we
were going to be a better football team.’’
Even Grobe admits his optimism
would have been severely strained by

and nephew of college athletes from
Jacksonville, Florida, had never played
a down in college.
His first snap, called prematurely
from a shotgun formation, hit receiver
Willie Idlette in the shoulder as Idlette

M ARCH 2007
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More than 18,000 fans followed the Deacons to Miami and cheered to the very end.

passed behind center in motion. “I was
scared,’’ senior tackle Steve Vallos said.
Micah Andrews, a junior heir apparent to graduated Chris Barclay (Wake
Forest’s all-time leader in rushing
yards, touchdowns, and points scored)
was lost for the season with a torn

10
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knee ligament suffered in the third
game against Connecticut. The injury
set in motion a game of musical chairs
that eventually, in the ninth week of
the season, resulted in receiver Kenneth Moore being moved to tailback.
Over Grobe’s first five years at
Wake Forest, the Deacons never averaged less than 197.5 rushing yards a
game. His greatest team, the greatest
in school history, averaged 149.
But Skinner proved to be better
than anyone could have imagined,
good enough to actually lead the ACC

in passing efficiency, be honored as
the ACC Rookie of the Year, and be
named second-team All-ACC despite
not being on the ballot. He didn’t win
games by himself, nor did he lose
them. Of the 260 passes he threw, 171
were caught by teammates and five
were intercepted.
The Deacons defined synergy—the
whole being greater than the sum of
the parts. That was especially true on
a defense led by linebackers Jon Abbate
and Aaron Curry, senior safeties Josh
Gattis and Patrick Ghee, cornerback

The death of the younger brother of junior
linebacker Jon Abbate (at right) inspired
the Deacons throughout the year and led
fans to hold up five fingers at the end of the
third quarter of every game, a tribute to
Luke Abbate, who wore number five on his
high school football team. Abbate, senior
safety Josh Gattis (far right), and their defensive teammates
turned in solid performances week after week.
Riley Swanson, and defensive ends
Jyles Tucker and Jeremy Thompson.
A stout defense and reliable kicker
can win games in football, and in Sam
Swank, the Deacons had the best kicker
in the ACC.
Those paying strict attention could
tell early that something special was
happening at Wake Forest. Chip
Vaughn, playing only because starter
Gattis had been hurt, blocked a chipshot field goal and the Deacons survived weak sister Duke, 14–13. Swank
kicked field goals of 51, 53, and 53

yards and the Deacons beat N.C.
State 25–23. Abbate intercepted
a last-gasp pass in the end zone
and the Deacons beat North
Carolina 24–17.
After Kevin Marion raced 81 yards
on a fake reverse to help carry Wake
Forest past 16th-ranked Boston College to a 21–14 victory, Grobe said it
was perhaps time to start dreaming.
But few, even in their wildest dreams,
could anticipate the next week’s 30–0
rout of Florida State in Tallahassee.
The shutout was Bobby Bowden’s first

at home in his thirty-one seasons as
the Seminoles head coach.
“It seems like a dream,’’ cornerback
Alphonso Smith said afterward. “Who
could have ever imagined? Even though
you might say you imagined it, you
didn’t imagine that we were going to
come in here and win 30–0. You didn’t
imagine that.’’

M ARCH 2007
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Not even a staggering 27–6 setback
to Virginia Tech in Wake Forest’s one
decisive loss could knock the Deacons
off their bead on the ACC championship. They rebounded to thump
Maryland—a team Grobe had never
beaten—by a convincing 38-24 score
in College Park for the Atlantic
Division title.
A week later, all the attributes that
earned Grobe both ACC Coach of
the Year honors and a trophy-case full
of National Coach of the Year awards,
were on full display. Playing fieldposition football, Grobe allowed Georgia Tech, and its talented but erratic
quarterback Reggie Ball, to make the
mistakes. The Deacons capitalized,
getting two clutch completions from
Skinner and three field goals from
Swank to win the ACC title 9–6.
“I think the key was our offensive
players and our coaches did not
become impatient,’’ Grobe said. “We
kept trying to take what we could get,
make a few first downs, give ourselves
an opportunity and give our defense
and our kicking game a chance to win.’’
In Wake Forest football’s proudest
hour, the 2007 Orange Bowl, one of
the smallest schools in major college
football came up huge.
There was concern that the school,
with its undergraduate population of
4,321, might have trouble selling its
allotment of 1,750 seats. That concern
quickly proved unfounded as the available tickets sold out in days. On
January 2 in Miami Gardens, the
Deacon Nation showed up in force,
stretching down one side of Dolphin

12
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Stadium well into the end zone—
upper deck and lower.
And on the field, the Deacons gave
powerful Louisville, the fifth-ranked
champions of the Big East, all it could
handle. Swank kicked two field goals,
Skinner threw a thirty-yard touchdown
pass to Nate Morton and the Deacons
led 13–10 into the fourth quarter before
succumbing to two fourth-quarter
touchdown drives.
Though dashed, the Deacons realized they would in time shake off their
disappointment. “After we can get over
the loss and everything, I think we’ve
got a lot to be proud of,’’ Gattis said
the next morning.
The Deacons have also given their
fans plenty to look forward to. Historically every brush with success has
been followed by long periods of frustration. Grobe, who next season will
welcome back as many as thirty-three
players who were either first or second
team in 2006, appears to have built a
solid program, not just one great team.
His efforts to keep Wake
Forest competitive should be
facilitated by the construction
of Deacon Tower, a seven-story
state-of-the-art structure at
Groves Stadium that will feature luxury seating, sky boxes,
and a new press box. The project, which began in early
January, is expected to be completed by the 2008 season.
“We’ve built something
that ought to last,’’ Grobe said.
“We shouldn’t be a flash in the pan.’’
The departure of Abbate, who
announced in January he will forego
his senior season to make himself
available for the NFL draft, was a bit
of a blow. Abbate was a great player
and an emotional leader, and the story
of his brother’s fatal car crash and the
Abbate family’s reaction to it was a

compelling one that
helped rally people
all season to the
Deacons’ cause.
But if Grobe has
built as strong a
program as his boss
thinks he has, then
Wake Forest football
has never been on
firmer footing. “It’s just
been a great, great year
and I think the future is even
brighter,’’ Wellman said. “As you
look at what we have coming back
and the foundation that has been
laid, I think we can see that Wake
Forest football is here to stay.’’
Live long enough and you’re
liable to see anything. Stick around
another year and you may just see
it again.
Dan Collins is a veteran sportswriter
for the Winston-Salem Journal who
covers Wake Forest football.

In the aftermath of the Deacons’
24–13 loss to Louisville, freshman
defensive end John Russell (51),
sophomore cornerback Kevin Patterson (10), and other players leave
the field with their “helmets held
high,” acknowledging the cheers still
coming from the Deacon faithful.
The loss sinks in for senior safety
Patrick Ghee (top), waiting for
reporters in the media room.

One journalist called it “Wakestock,” the largest gathering ever of Wake Foresters.
More than 18,000 alumni and other fans followed the Deacons to South Florida for
the biggest football game/family reunion in Wake Forest history. Relive the excitement
of the Orange Bowl and see more photos at
www.wfu.edu/orangebowl /blog.

Sue Bray (’83) of Greensboro,
North Carolina, and Kim Dennis
Powell (’83) of Charlotte, proudly
display their vintage “Proud to be
a Deacon” bumper stickers from
the late 1980s.

Famed basketball
star Muggsy
Bogues (’87)
turned out to
support the football team, but
he proved to be a
big attraction for
fellow alumni and even current students, such as
junior Laura Crawford. Sophomore fullback Rich
Belton signs autographs for young fans.

“We’re here because of your son,”
Mike Spencer (’72) tells Oscar
and Sharifah Vaughn, the parents
of sophomore safety Chip Vaughn,
referring to Vaughn’s block of a
short field goal to preserve the
Deacons’ early season win over
Duke. Read more stories on the
Orange Bowl blog.

After morning practices at Nova Southeastern University in
Davie, Florida, (above) the players reaped the rewards of a
historic season, enjoying the fun and sun of South Florida.
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Rhodes
THE DRAMATIC INCREASE IN
RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
AWARDED TO

WAKE FOREST

STUDENTS OVER THE PAST
TWO DECADES DIDN’T JUST
HAPPEN. IT IS ONE
OUTCOME AMONG MANY
OF A CONCERTED EFFORT
BY THE

UNIVERSITY

TO RECRUIT AND CULTIVATE
TOP STUDENTS.

By David Fyten
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The few who prevail
are rewarded
with an experience
unlike any other.

I

N OVEMBER 1985,
THE R HODES Scholarship
program announced that
it had chosen Richard Chapman, a Wake Forest senior
majoring in mathematics,
to receive what is widely
regarded as the world’s most
famous, prestigious, and
intensely competitive award
for post-graduation study. It
was the first Rhodes Scholarship given to a Wake Forest
graduate in sixty-eight years
and only the third in the
school’s history.
In the decade after Chapman’s
honor, five more Wake Forest students
would receive the Rhodes, followed by
another five in the decade after that—
four in the consecutive autumns of
2003–2006, including Michelle Sikes
this year (See story on page 25). Prospects for prolonging the run seem
promising: academic staff and faculty
members have identified a number
of juniors who should be strong contenders in next year’s competition.
Mathematicians of Chapman’s
standing (for the past fourteen years
he has served as Director of the Center
for Innovations in Mobile, Pervasive,
Agile Computing Technologies
[iMPACT] in the Department of
Computer Science and Software
Engineering at Auburn University)
N

Michelle Sikes: the latest in line.
16
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Maria Merritt (’87): ‘The experience
made me a much more independent and
self-motivated thinker.’
would be loath to attribute the streak
to serendipity. What empirical factors
are at work, they might ask?
The answer would be many. The
string of Rhodes is simply one outcome of a concerted financial and programmatic effort that has intensified
over the past quarter century to enroll
and develop superior students. Honors
programs and additions of new fulltuition merit scholarships (along with
adjustments to an established scholarship program to stress quality over
quantity in the students it supports)
have planted ever more plentiful crops
of top high school seniors at the University. Their cultivation and coming
to fruition is being nurtured even more
by the establishment in 2003 of the
Wake Forest Scholars Program, an

Meet

the Rhodes

Wake Forest’s ten modern-era Rhodes Scholarship recipients
besides the latest, Michelle Sikes—their majors at Wake Forest
and what they have done since Oxford.

RICHARD CHAPMAN (’86)
Mathematics major. He completed master’s and doctoral
degrees in computer science at Cornell University and has
been an associate professor and the director of the Center
for Innovations in Mobile, Pervasive, Agile Computing
Technologies in the Department of Computer Science and
Software Engineering at Auburn University since 1993.

JOHN DAVIS

MARIA MERRITT (’87)
Biology major. Earned a doctoral degree in philosophy at
the University of California at Berkeley and is now a faculty
member in the Department of International Health at the
Johns Hopkins School of Public Health.
SCOTT PRETORIUS (’89)
Chemistry major. After receiving a medical degree from
Johns Hopkins University, he served on the medical faculty
and as a section chief at the University of Pennsylvania and
is now in private medical practice.
R O B E RT E S T H E R ( ’ 9 1 )
History major. After Oxford, he earned a master’s degree
in health policy from the University of London and a
degree in medicine from Vanderbilt University. He did an
internship and residency at the University of North Carolina
Medical Center and a fellowship in muscoloskeletal oncology at the Mayo Clinic and is now back in Chapel Hill as a
member of the faculty of UNC School of Medicine.
C A R O LY N F R A N T Z ( ’ 9 4 )
Philosophy major. She earned a law degree from the
University of Michigan and is now practicing law in
Chicago.
C H A R L O T T E O PA L ( ’ 9 7 )
Economics major. She serves as director of Product
Development at TransFair USA, the only third-party Fair
Trade certification agency in the U.S. (Fair Trade is a consumer label that guarantees fair prices for coffee, tea, cocoa,
fruit, rice, sugar, and vanilla for producers in developing
countries.) She co-authored the world’s first textbook on
Fair Trade, which is being translated into Japanese, and
lives in Switzerland.

JENNIFER BUMGARNER (’99)
Political science major. At Wake Forest, she traveled to
Eastern Europe to study the Roma people—also known
as gypsies—and was a volunteer for the Red Cross in
the Transcarpathia region of Ukraine, teaching English
classes and helping set up a local crisis hotline for women.
Formerly the executive director of the N.C. Alliance for
Economic Justice, she now is a policy adviser to North
Carolina Governor Michael Easley.
JENNIFER HARRIS (’04)
Political science major. At Wake Forest, she traveled
extensively in Europe and elsewhere, researching refugee
issues and serving refugees in Latvia, Croatia, and Sarajevo.
She now is in her first year of law school at Yale University.
REBECCA COOK (’05)
Biology major. Born and raised in Kijabe, Kenya, where
her parents are missionaries, she was co-founder of the
Wake Forest Student Global AIDS Campaign, spending
time in Kenya conducting research on ways of teaching
new mothers practices that could help reduce infant
mortality and volunteering at the hospital where she was
born. She is in her second year at Oxford (read her firstperson reflections on page 18). She plans to return to Africa
as a primary care physician after completing medical school
and training.
LAKSHMI KRISHNAN (’06)
English and German major. Born in India, she has lived
in England and the United States. At Wake Forest, she
wrote her senior honors thesis on vampires and blood
contagion in nineteenth-century novels, relating them to
modern anxieties about AIDS and other blood-transmitted
diseases. As president of Wake Forest’s chapter of Amnesty
International, she focused on global AIDS and the political
and ethical issues attendant to it. She also edited the
Philomathesian literary journal. She is in her first year at
Oxford (read her first-person reflections on page 19). After
her Rhodes studies, she plans to attend medical school and
devote her career to international health issues.
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E DITOR ’ S NOTE : In the
following, the two
Wake Forest Rhodes
Scholars presently
at Oxford—Rebecca
Cook (’05), who is
in her second year,
and Lakshmi Krishnan
(’06), who is in her
first—reflect on their
experiences.

Cook (left) and Krishnan on the streets of Oxford.
REBECCA COOK

B

aspects
of my time at Oxford thus far has
been the people I have met: fellow
Rhodes scholars, classmates, professors, and friends from college. Even
for an American who has grown up
abroad [in Kenya, as the daughter of
missionaries], I think it’s amazing that
I count among my best friends here
students from Malaysia, Tonga, Britain,
Zimbabwe, South Africa, Kenya, Bermuda, and Taiwan. Much of my best
growth here has been because of the
passion and intelligence of my friends.
There is also an acceptance and
even encouragement of eccentricity
in Britain and Oxford in particular that
Y FAR , ONE OF THE BEST
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I find charming. Quintessential
glimpses of Oxford: the eighty-something philosopher who sings with
our chapel choir; an Oxford don in full
academic dress ambling down
Longwall Street with his robe tales
dragging as he talks to himself; undergraduates in fancy dress eating from
kebab vans late at night; and floods of
tourists filling the cobblestone streets.
When I got the scholarship, one of
my cousins was under the impression
that the “Roads” scholarship was a
travelling grant, where I would circle
the globe and write about my adventures. While it is not the stated purpose of the scholarship, travel certainly

is one of the benefits. Having spent
most of my previous time in Europe
on layovers in the airport, I’ve really
enjoyed the opportunity to explore the
continent—to practice my Spanish in
Seville at the height of Semana Santa,
seep in the historical significance of
“East versus West” in Berlin, and
climb mountains on the edge of Sofia.
Teaching science for six weeks in the
Caribbean and two months of field
work coming up this year also provide
opportunities to explore new regions
of the developing world.
In applying and interviewing for
the scholarship, I don’t think I knew
what it meant to “be an American

ROB JUDGES

LAKSHMI KRISHNAN
Rhodes Scholar” in terms of the hype
associated with the scholarship. Being
a person who generally prefers to be
behind-the-scenes, I found those first
months after the scholarship overwhelming, but also an opportunity to
share what I’m passionate about with a
larger audience. At first I felt somewhat daunted by the expectations others seem to have of Rhodes scholars;
any notions of academic genius or
future presidency simply do not apply
in my case, but I think you learn to
disregard these expectations, try not to
calculate how in the world you ended
up here, and simply respond with gratitude to the opportunity and determination to appreciate and use it to the
best of your ability.
Belonging to a group of incredibly
accomplished peers has generated selfdoubt and also pushed my conceptions
of my potential and capabilities in
some really helpful directions. Some
see the scholarship as a ticket in life:
a credential that will put them on the
“fast track.” Others view it more in
terms of future obligations and expectations of how we should be involved
in “fighting the world’s fight,” as Cecil
[Rhodes] put it. I think it has to be
some of both. Undeniably, the scholarship will open doors that would not
have been open to me otherwise and
allow me access to a sphere of influence,
particularly in terms of the friends I
have made here. But I regard the scholarship in the long-term more as a tremendous privilege that carries with it
expectations: not a specific list of acceptable careers, but an acknowledgement
that I was not given this opportunity
to get ahead myself, but rather to
improve the life chances of others.

T

RHODES HAS AFFORDED ME
the opportunity to move beyond
a rigid path and experience a wider
intellectual and social milieu. The
chance to go to Oxford, to study literature before going to medical school,
to have the license to read widely and
deeply in new disciplines, to explore
an entirely new educational culture,
and to craft along the way a selfdirected path—these, to me, are some
of the best things that the scholarship
has offered. Navigating the challenges
of Oxford’s decentralized, intensively
student-motivated system is a prospect
about which I’m both anxious and
excited. I am sure that adjusting to
this newness will tax and alter my
preconceptions of myself, particularly as I just graduated and attained a
degree of comfort that Wake Forest’s
nurturing, individualized atmosphere
helped to create. Oxford, I realize,
will be a very different proposition.
I’m experiencing the natural worry
that accompanies being a freshman
(“fresher,” in the U.K.), along with
the complexities of moving abroad
and—for the first time since enrolling at Wake Forest—leaving home
for uncharted territory. But I cannot
think of a better time to delve into
such an experience; fresh from an
English degree at Wake Forest, I
have the chance to study literature
at the same university where my literary heroes were undergraduates. It’s
a dizzying opportunity. The Rhodes
has been a liberating force in my life,
since it has carved into a previously
determined course several years in
which to expand and shape myself
as an academic, a traveler, a friend,
and a person.
HE

office dedicated to identifying and
advising the cream of the scholastic
crop and to acting as a clearinghouse
for post-graduation funding opportunities (see box on page 21).
In the twenty years since Chapman
won his Rhodes (and in addition to
the other Rhodes recipients during
that period), more than seventy Wake
Forest seniors have received some of
the world’s most illustrious and competitive post-graduation scholarships.
Among their ranks are twenty-nine
Fulbright Scholars, fourteen Truman
Scholars, at least nine Rotary Scholars,
six Luce and six Goldwater Scholars,
three Beinecke and three Mellon
Scholars, and two Marshall Scholars.
So impressed were Truman Scholarship officials with Wake Forest’s success with its program that it presented
a special award to the University in
2001. The overall numbers are all the
more striking in light of the College’s
comparatively modest size and the
somewhat decentralized and unofficial
approach it took to honors scholarship
advising before creating the Wake
Forest Scholars Program.
The Fulbright Scholars program is
a good example of the positive effect
the Wake Forest Scholars Program is
having on the quantity and success
rate of scholarship applications. Fulbright grants provide to recent college
graduates ten to twelve months of
post-graduate research, study, or experience teaching English in one of more
than 140 countries. From 1975 to
2002, Wake Forest averaged less than
one Fulbright recipient a year. In
2004–05, the institution nominated
six students for the Fulbright and
received four. Last year, it nominated
twelve and won six. This year, it nominated twenty-four.
The number of eminent and highly
competitive post-graduation scholarship
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programs for Americans has risen
substantially in recent years, but the
Rhodes is still the gold standard, if
nowhere else than in public perception. Established in 1902 from the
estate of Cecil Rhodes, a legendary
British-born South African businessman, mining magnate, and politician
who founded the monopolistic diamond
company De Beers and colonized the
state of Rhodesia (now Zambia and
Zimbabwe), the program each year
awards full-cost scholarships to thirtytwo American college seniors for two
years (with the possibility of a third
year) of study at Oxford University in
England, the oldest university in the
English-speaking world and among
the most esteemed anywhere on Earth.
“Intellectual distinction is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
election to a Rhodes Scholarship,” its
official description states. “Selection
committees are charged to seek excellence in qualities of mind and in qualities of person which, in combination,
offer the promise of effective service
to the world in the decades ahead.”
Each of sixteen regional committees
chooses two recipients from among
those nominated by colleges and universities from all fifty states. Each year,
roughly twelve hundred scholastic
stars apply for the Rhodes, but that
number fails to account for the hundreds of additional bright and accomplished students who covet the scholarship but don’t bother to apply because
they feel they have no chance of winning. The very application process can
be daunting—a grueling and stressful
ordeal that includes soliciting eight
letters of application; writing an eighthundred-word essay that not only
must be composed impeccably but
also must articulate distinctiveness of
vision and fervency and authenticity of
passion; and a harrowing and pressure-
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packed interview by a committee that
includes past Rhodes Scholars and to
which the applicants must demonstrate depth of reflection on why
Oxford and its programs are an ideal
fit for them.

“[At Oxford] I came
to see the whole global
picture of my academic
discipline, and to first
get a sense of where
I fit into it. The world
was much wider
than it had seemed in
Winston-Salem.”
—R I C H A R D C H A P M A N (’86)
“The process requires vast resources
of will and energy,” says James Barefield, professor emeritus of history who
mentored the earliest of the school’s
recent Rhodes winners. “In writing
their essays, they have to get themselves into eight hundred words—
what they’re really about. It can’t be
surface stuff. You can’t fake it. The
only way they’ll get the scholarship is
if the person [the committee members] see on paper is the one in front
of them. And there is so much luck
involved. Who else from your school
has applied that year? What sort of
questions does the committee ask in
your interview? Everything has to go
just right.”
But the few who prevail are rewarded
with an experience unlike any other:
total immersion in the one-of-a-kind
intellectual and social ambience that
is Oxford. The student body alone

affords an unrivaled opportunity for
cultural enrichment: more than 130
nationalities are represented in its
student body of over 18,000. And few,
if any, universities in the world offer
richer options for study or a more
venerable faculty than the nine-hundredyear-old institution. Discipline, selfmotivation, and independent scholarship are the Oxford way; students
might go weeks without consulting
their mentors. But for those with
vision, ingenuity, and a penchant for
hard work, the outcomes can far surpass the credential. They can include
the attainment of wisdom and lifelong
habits of entrepreneurial endeavor
and achievement.
“[At Oxford] I came to see the
whole global picture of my academic
discipline, and to first get a sense of
where I fit into it,” Chapman recalls.
“The world was much wider than
it had seemed in Winston-Salem.”
Robert Esther (’91), who became Wake
Forest’s fourth modern Rhodes winner,
says his time in Oxford “mostly reinforced my own predisposition to draw
on different disciplines. As a history
major at Wake Forest, I valued the
opportunity to work intensely in the
sciences and humanities. The history
curriculum at Oxford was very open
and exposed me to different academic
areas and new approaches to asking
and answering questions.”
Maria Merritt (’87), who extended
her scholarship for a third year, attributes her decision to forego medical
school to pursue a doctoral degree
and an academic career in philosophy
to the example of her mentors at
Oxford. “The experience,” she says,
“made me a much more independent
and self-motivated thinker.” Charlotte
Opal (’97), whose favorite pastime
at Oxford was taking winter walks
through Port Meadow, a pasture

owned jointly by the “Commoners of
Wolvercote” for over a millennium,
to the Trout pub to drink mulled
wine, feels privileged to have studied
at Oxford with “super achievers” from
all parts of the world. “I feel a special
responsibility to ensure that I utilize
this privilege to the fullest,” she says.
“I am constantly evaluating my work.
Am I functioning at my highest potential? Am I achieving all that I can?”
Three years after the scholarship
was founded, Wake Forest received
its first Rhodes, awarded to Harry
Trantham (1905). The next arrived
thirteen years later, when Robert Lee
Humber (’18, LLB ’21) of Greenville
won. Known for his sophistication and
erudition, Humber became an international lawyer of renown and resided in
Paris for a number of years. Perhaps as
a result of having come of age during
World War I, he helped found and was
active in the World Federalist Movement and lectured widely on world
peace. In North Carolina, he was best
known for his role in founding and
developing the State Art Museum in
Raleigh. A lifelong Wake Forest benefactor, Humber served a term as chair
of its Board of Trustees and urged
many of its brightest students over the
years—including an exceptionally
promising lad from a small North Carolina town named Edwin G. Wilson, Jr.
(’43)—to apply for the Rhodes. But
very few did. “Wake Forest always had
students who could have been Rhodes
Scholars,” Wilson says, “but there was
not a concerted effort to encourage it.”
But during Wilson’s early years as
dean and provost, events transpired
that changed the climate. First, in the
early sixties, he facilitated the creation
of an interdisciplinary honors program
to engage superior students. Then,
in 1968, alumnus Guy T. Carswell
(’22, LLD ’62) bequeathed half of his

A

PROGRAM FOR SCHOLARS

T

WAKE F OREST S CHOLARS P ROGRAM
seeks to identify and assist recent graduates
as well as students who are qualified for and
interested in post-graduate scholarships, fellowships, and service programs.
Created in 2003, the office strives to match
one’s gifts, interests, and achievements with
possible funding in a wide range of
disciplines and programs for potentially
life-changing domestic and international
research and academic experiences.
Recent graduates with strong undergraduate academic and extracurricular
records and strengths of experience in
graduate and professional schooling,
business, education, and other pursuits
are urged to contact program director
Thomas O. Phillips (’74, MA ’78) at
phillito@wfu.edu to note their interest
in possible funding. Among the large
roster of awards available for domestic
or international study are scholarships
for alumni ages 24 and 35.
HE

Thomas O. Phillips (’74, MA ’78)

For more information, go to www.wfu.edu/scholars.
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James Barefield: skilled at ‘seeing an intellectual spark.’
estate—$1.3 million—to the College,
from which it created an academic
merit scholarship fund. Carswell
grants, valued at up to $2,000 a year
(which for many years constituted
half of Wake Forest’s tuition), were,
in Wilson’s words, “the first effort to
go out and invite the best students to
come to Wake Forest.”
Still, with only the half-tuition
Carswell at its disposal, the University
found it difficult to compete for the
best students with peer institutions
that offered full-ride merit scholarships,
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such as the University of North Carolina with its Morehead. The playing
field, though, started to level for Wake
Forest in 1982 when it inaugurated
the Reynolds Scholarship. “Wake
Forest was among the institutions in
the South that realized that full scholarships was an avenue to stop the best
Southern students from going north
for college,” notes Thomas O. Phillips
(’74, MA ’78), director of the Wake
Forest Scholars Program. “With the
advent of the Reynolds, we began to
develop a larger critical mass of very

bright students fairly quickly.” Enriching that mass was what might be
termed the “competition factor:” vying
for a Reynolds is an intense experience,
which conditions and builds confidence
in winners to compete for the most
coveted of post-graduation scholarships
as upperclassmen. It is no coincidence
that all eleven of Wake Forest’s modern
Rhodes Scholars had academic scholarships, and that all but one was either
a Reynolds or a Carswell. As Phillips
observes, “Cream tends to rise to the
top.” The critical mass is being concentrated at the top even more by the
conversion three years ago of the Carswell to a full-ride merit scholarship.
Attracting top students with scholarship money is one thing; cultivating
their potential once they are enrolled
is another. In Barefield, the University
had an exceptionally talented and dedicated faculty member in that capacity.
Teaching for more than thirty years in
the Honors Program, he was a friend
and mentor to generations of Wake
Forest’s finest students and functioned
as the College’s unofficial Rhodes
adviser until 1998. Having retired
from full faculty status in 2004, he
still teaches classes each fall.
“Jim Barefield is a truly remarkable
teacher,” Wilson says. “I know of no
one on our faculty who was better at
analyzing, discovering, and encouraging the truly great student. He is particularly skilled at seeing an intellectual spark or excitement for learning
in a young person that might not
always be apparent to others.”
By the late seventies and early
eighties, Wilson and Barefield, among
others on the faculty and staff, were
intentionally looking for qualities in
their best students that conformed to
the Rhodes profile and then encouraging the best prospects to apply.
“The [Rhodes] program has changed

an awful lot over the years,” Barefield
notes. “It used to be a kind of ‘Tennis,
anyone?’ situation, in which the selection committee would look for someone from Princeton in a white sweater.
It became much more expansive.”
In Barefield’s view, Chapman’s winning “broke the ice,” letting loose the
flow of winners that followed. “Suddenly, [the Rhodes] became a possibility for our competitive students,”
he says. “It became part of their expectations.” He notes that two of Wake
Forest’s first four modern-era Rhodes
recipients were not Reynolds Scholars,
having instead been given the “runnerup prize” of the O.W. Wilson Scholarship, a full-tuition grant without the
stipend for summer study and other
perks of the Reynolds. The perceived
slight no doubt supplied additional
motivation. “As competitive people,”
he says, “they were happy to show
the Reynolds Committee that it had
been wrong.”
Chapman and Merritt exemplified a
quality seen in many of Wake Forest’s
Rhodes Scholars: varied academic and
extracurricular talents and interests.
“Richard was very good in literature
as well as math,” Barefield recalls. “He
wrote an art history paper in Venice
that [longtime Venice Program teacher]
Teresio Pignatti thought could have
been published.” As an undergraduate,
Merritt majored in biology, but switched
to philosophy and Italian at Oxford,
where she won a poetry contest. At
Wake Forest, she competed on the
track and cross-country teams as a
walk-on and was active in the campus
Literary Society. On trips to Italy while
at Oxford, she worked at a summer
camp and picked apples. Merritt went
on to earn a doctoral degree in philosophy from the University of California
at Berkeley and did a fellowship in
bioethics at the National Institutes of

“In writing their essays,
they have to get themselves
into 800 words—what
they’re really about.
It can’t be surface stuff.
You can’t fake it …. And
there is so much luck
involved. Who else from
your school has applied
that year? What sort
of questions does the
committee ask in your
interview? Everything has
to go just right.”
—J A M E S B A R E F I E L D

Health. Today, she is a first-year faculty
member at the Johns Hopkins School
of Public Health, where she probes,
among other problems pertinent to
science and philosophy, the ethics of
medical research on human subjects.
Scott Pretorius (’89) excelled in chemistry in college and then studied English on his Rhodes Scholarship before
obtaining a degree in medicine at

Johns Hopkins. As an undergraduate,
Esther had his sights on a medical
career, but his major was history and
he did a summer internship at The
Wall Street Journal. While at Oxford,
he retraced poet John Keats’ famed
walking trek from London to Scotland.
Today, he is a pediatric oncologist on
the faculty of the University of North
Carolina School of Medicine.
“The Rhodes scholarship is a great
opportunity for the Renaissance types,
but it’s not always the best fit for every
student,” says Katy Harriger, a professor of political science who served as
post-graduate scholarship adviser from
1999 to 2003. “I had a kid who would
have been an excellent candidate, but
he wanted to go to medical school. He
felt pressure to apply [for the Rhodes]
but it wasn’t what he really wanted to
do, and he didn’t. I respected him for
that.” Barefield routinely encouraged
prospective applicants to examine themselves and their motives carefully beforehand and talked a number of students
out of applying over the years because
he didn’t think it would be in their
best interests. “But applicants do get
benefit [from the process] even if they
are unsuccessful,” he notes, “because
it leads them to self-examination. It
makes them think about themselves
and their future in a deeper way.”
If, as someone once said, preparation is 90 percent of success, then
the Wake Forest Rhodes run should
come as no surprise. “While I clearly
matured and developed personally and
intellectually at Oxford, those experiences were and remain clearly secondary in my mind to my experiences
as an undergraduate at Wake Forest,”
Esther says. “Without the challenges
of the curriculum and the intellectual
and personal support of the Reynolds
program, none of what transpired at
Oxford would have been possible.”
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In academics and athletics, senior Michelle Sikes sets the pace.

By Cherin C. Poovey (P ’08)

M

ICHELLE

S IKES

LOVES RUN -

NING AND WINNING .

On a
chilly weekend last November, she
did both.
In Pittsburgh to interview for
the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship,
Sikes was not about to let the day go
by without a good run. She took to
the streets, exploring the city with a
fellow Rhodes candidate. Later that
day she learned she had become
Wake Forest’s newest Rhodes
Scholar—its eleventh since 1986.
Sikes, a mathematical economics
major and captain of the women’s
cross-country team whose senior-year
resume is a laundry list of academic
and athletic honors, will travel to
Oxford University next fall for two
years of study. She hopes to pursue
a master’s degree in economics as
well as a master’s of science in global
health sciences, that will prepare
her for a career related to her area
of interest—organ donation.
When Sikes was a high school
senior in Lakewood, Ohio, she was
looking for a school that successfully
combined top-level programs in
academics and athletics. She considered Duke and Stanford, as well as
Wake Forest. She was impressed
with Wake Forest’s small-school
atmosphere and Division 1 program.
She connected well with her future
coach, Annie Bennett, and enjoyed
the friendliness of the women on the
cross-country team. All those factors,
combined with what she considered
great weather, led her to choose
Wake Forest.

“Wake Forest has exceeded all
my expectations,” Sikes said recently
as she stretched after a morning
run. Part of the Rhodes application
process was asking eight people to
write letters on my behalf. Five of
those letters came from College
professors, one from a law professor,
and one from the director of athletics,
she said. “The network of support

“I love to spend time with
my friends and compete
in the sport I love. I
would do it even if I didn’t
have a team around me.”
you find at Wake Forest is one of
those intangibles that you don’t appreciate until you’re applying for graduate school or a job in the real world.”
Michael Lawlor, professor of economics and Sikes’ academic advisor,
says she has been a great student.
“Michelle is really interested in the
notion of applying economics to
crucial social issues,” he says. To
fulfill a requirement for her health
policy administration minor, she
worked last summer at the American
Enterprise Institute for Public Policy,
a think tank of scholars who actively
research in health, political science,
and economics. She was a health
policy intern for a researcher studying the organ donation system.
Fluent in Spanish, Sikes volunteers as an interpreter at El Centro

Clinico, a clinic for low-income
Hispanic residents in WinstonSalem. She also serves as a Student
Government representative.
Sikes acknowledges that running
is the part of her day that she most
looks forward to. “I love to spend
time with my friends and compete
in the sport I love,” she says. “I
would do it even if I didn’t have a
team around me.”
A 2001 state champion and 2002
All-American at her high school in
Ohio, Sikes placed second in her
collegiate debut and was named
ACC Rookie of the Year in 2003. Her
athletic honors include Academic
All-ACC, All Southeast-Region, and
two-time ACC Performer of the
Week. She paced the women’s crosscountry team to a 27th overall finish
at the 2006 NCAA Championships
in Terre Haute, Indiana, finishing
thirteenth overall out of 253 runners
in the 6K race. Sikes earned AllAmerican honors as a result of her
finish in the top 30.
In May, as she prepares to walk
across the stage at Commencement,
Sikes says she will probably be
reflecting on how amazing the last
four years have been and how much
she’s looking forward to the next
two. “I feel so fortunate to have
had the opportunity to enjoy stimulating academics, membership
in an intensely competitive sports
conference, and an incomparably
supportive and friendly environment
during my time here.”
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The Hermit in the Wait Chapel Tower
Samuel Weber—the first Roman Catholic priest ever appointed to the divinity faculty of an
institution with Baptist heritage—helps infuse Wake Forest Divinity School with “true ecumenism.”

By David Fyten

R

EV. S AMUEL F. W EBER ,
O.S.B., is a man of routine. Most weekdays he eats his
midday meal in the Reynolda
Hall dining area officially called
the Fresh Food Company but
known still to many on campus
as simply “The Pit.” He teaches
in late afternoon on Mondays
and Wednesdays, attends faculty
functions, and meets with students
by appointment in his office in the
tower of Wait Chapel. Otherwise,
he almost certainly is in his unit in
Faculty Apartments, living the life
of a Roman Catholic monk as it has
been lived for fourteen centuries.
Weber, an associate professor of
early Christianity and spiritual formation at the Wake Forest Divinity
School, is a priest in the Order of
Saint Benedict, a monastic order
founded by its namesake in the sixth
century. Weber, like all Benedictines,
adheres to the Rule of Saint Benedict,

a voluminous tome that regulates
every aspect of monastic life, from
dress and diet to strict obedience of
superiors and moderation of speech,
including periods of complete silence.
Seven times each day at specified
hours, Weber recites aloud sets of
prayers in Latin known in the aggregate as the Divine Office, or Canonical Hours. Other times are given to
study and work. The monastic discipline is one of solitude and separateness, with no purpose in life other
than to exist and to serve God and
one’s spiritual community. Apart

from his monastery, he is classified as a hermit.
His scholarship mirrors his
conservatism, in the classic
sense of the word. A skilled
organist and expert in liturgical
music, he has been commissioned to create a Benedictine
Monastic Office for the Saint
Bernard Abbey in Cullman,
Alabama, and Propers of the Mass of
the Roman Rite for the Archdiocese
of Charleston, South Carolina—the
former a ten-year project. His work
includes text translation, commissioning of poets to translate hymns,
and composition and arrangement of
chant melodies based on the monastic tradition. He even does the design
and layout, basing his musical notation on a form developed for chant
a millenium ago. He also has prepared a hymnal and settings for all
Lauds and Vespers for the entire liturgical year, has completed a setting of
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Samuel Weber: ‘True ecumenism is telling your story with an attitude of respect.’
the Passion of Saint John for parish
use, and responds to occasional
requests from cathedrals and parishes
around the country for various liturgical works.
But this is no dour ascetic we’re
talking about here. A warm and
open man with a quick smile and
sense of humor, he enjoys reading a
Louis L’Amour novel or watching a
comedy on DVD as much as the
next guy. Precise in his thinking and
articulate in his expression, Sam
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Weber strikes even the most casual
acquaintance as one who knows precisely who he is, who is true to it,
and who makes no apologies or
compromises in expressing it.
Weber and others also know precisely what he represents, and contributes, to Wake Forest and its
divinity program. It wasn’t too long
ago that the presence of a Roman
Catholic clergyman on the divinity
faculty of a historically Baptist institution would have been unthinkable.

Indeed, to anyone’s knowledge, he
is the first Roman Catholic priest
ever to be appointed to the divinity
faculty of an institution with Baptist
heritage. It is he, along with the
rabbi and other faculty members
with diverse theological and denominational backgrounds, who give
Wake Forest Divinity School its distinctively—and, among its peer
institutions, uniquely—ecumenical
focus, and its graduates an informed
and inclusive outlook toward other
religions and beliefs.
Born Fred Lewis Weber (“Samuel”
is his religious name) in Chicago in
1947, Weber was raised by devoutly
Catholic parents in a blue-collar
neighborhood. Despite the workingclass environment, he attended
Benedictine schools from first grade
on, receiving a liberal education
permeated with philosophy, Latin,
theology, and other classical subjects.
“It was a very happy environment;
very secure,” says Weber of his home
life and schooling. “At school, we
prayed the Canonical Hours and
generally lived the life of the liturgy
every day. It was a wonderful education. I’m so grateful for it.”
Hearing the call of God, Weber
entered the monastery in 1963 and
professed his religious vows in 1969
upon graduating from Benedictineaffiliated Saint Meinrad College in
Indiana. He went on to earn a
Master of Divinity degree from Saint
Meinrad School of Theology, a
Master of Arts in Greek and Latin
Literature and Ancient Art and
Archeology from the University of
Colorado, and a Licentiate in Sacred
Theology from the Pontifical Athenaeum in Rome. He has studied and
done research in Europe, has been
a regular lecturer at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in

Thomas K. Hearn, Jr., with “setting
the tone” for his successful tenure.
“Dr. Hearn and I talked at great
length about spiritual subjects and
his vision for the Divinity School,” he

“The two things that
matter most are
to know the truth and
to be in love. My job
is to tell my story—
to teach the fullness
of Catholic truth.”
says. “He did everything he could to
foster my presence here and encourage me. I can’t tell you how warm
the welcome here has been for me.”
He describes Wake Forest as “a
wonderful place” to teach. “The students are excellent and a joy to work
with, and the administration is so
sensitive and responsive. As for my
commissions and scholarly work,
Dean Leonard has nurtured my

projects from the start. The environment here is so life giving; it’s as if
Wake Forest wants to say, ‘Let us
give life to the human family.’ My
experience has been totally positive.”
Weber has not the slightest of
doubts about the veracity of his
faith, but in his courses on Catholic
spirituality, church history, worship,
and Latin, he makes no attempts to
proselytize. “I’ve never been expected to be anything other than what I
am, and I don’t expect my students
to be anything other than what they
are,” he states. “The two things that
matter most are to know the truth
and to be in love. My job is to tell
my story—to teach the fullness of
Catholic truth.”
“We are here not to argue,” he
goes on. “We are here to do what
we can, not what we can’t. True ecumenism is telling your story with
an attitude of respect. Consider the
Latin origin of the word ‘respect’—
re+spicere, which means to look
upon another with an intention of
good will. We bear any tensions we
might have [in the classroom] in a
spirit of blessing for the greater good.”

P R O F I L E

Louisville, Kentucky, and has been
a visiting professor at the Louisville
Presbyterian Seminary and the Lexington Theological Seminary in Kentucky. During the summer, he has
taught at the Liturgical Institute in
Illinois, serving as choirmaster of
its summer sessions. He edits and
contributes to the Saint Meinrad
Liturgical Music series and the
Resources for the Divine Office
series, has served as an associate
editor of the American Benedictine
Review, and contributes to a variety
of periodicals and journals.
Weber was on the faculty of St.
Meinrad College in 1998–99 when a
surprising but intriguing opportunity
presented itself. Wake Forest was in
the process of assembling a faculty
in preparation for opening its new
divinity school in fall 1999 and
sought to appoint a Catholic priest
to advance its ecumenical agenda.
Through contacts at Belmont Abbey,
a Benedictine college in Charlotte,
Wake Forest officials learned of
Weber and extended an offer. Weber
sought the guidance and approval of
his abbot at St. Meinrad, who gave
his blessing. In May 1999, one week
after Weber’s appointment was
announced on Vatican Radio, Francis
Cardinal Arinze, the eminent Catholic prelate who oversees the preservation and renewal of the traditional
Roman Rite liturgy worldwide, came
to Wake Forest as its Commencement
speaker. In the presence of the gathered dignitaries, Arinze said to
Weber: “The Holy Father knows of
your good work here and sends you
his blessing.” Later, the cardinal
spoke to Weber privately about the
importance of the appointment and
its ecumenical implications.
Weber credits Dean Bill J. Leonard,
and especially former President

In his courses, Weber makes no attempt to proselytize.
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IJTXJGF 3VUITPO.VSSBZ+S  BOE
XJGF#FUIEBVHIUFS#FUUZ)VSMFZ  
TPO3PCFSUBOEXJGF$BSFOUISFFHSBOE

TPOTCSPUIFS-FPOBSE4NBMM  BOE
TJTUFS.BSJF)BNJMUPO
,BUIFSJOF*TCFMM'SFENBO  %FD
  1JOF,OPMM4IPSFT /$4IF
XBTBDUJWFXJUIUIF3FQVCMJDBO1BSUZJO
.D-FBO 7" QSFTJEFOUPGUIF7JSHJOJB
'FEFSBUJPOPG3FQVCMJDBO8PNFOBOE
BDUJWFXJUIUIF-FBHVFPG8PNFO7PUFST
4IFXBTBSFUJSFEMFHBMTFDSFUBSZBOE
PGGJDFBENJOJTUSBUPSGPSUIF64.BDIJOF
5PPMT"TTPDJBUJPO4IFJTTVSWJWFECZ
IFSEBVHIUFS IFSNPUIFSBOEBTJTUFS 
&MJ[BCFUI*TCFMM#VMMB  
8JMMJBN3ZBOi1PQw4IFMUPO  
%FD  -JODPMOUPO /$)FXBT
BUFBDIFSBOEBENJOJTUSBUPSXJUIUIF
-JODPMO$PVOUZ4DIPPMTGPSZFBST)F
MPWFE8BLF'PSFTUTQPSUTBOETFSWFE
POUIF8BLF'PSFTU1PUFBU4DIPMBSTIJQ
$PNNJUUFF
+PTFQI)BSPME$PHHJOT  +BO 
 3PDLZ.PVOU /$)FTFSWFEBTB
DIBQMBJOJOUIF64"JS'PSDFJO"MBTLB 
$PMPSBEP 4PVUI$BSPMJOB 5FYBT 7JSHJOJB 
5BJXBOBOE+BQBO"GUFSSFUJSJOH IFXBT
BDUJWFJOWBSJPVTNJOJTUSJFTJO/PSUI
$BSPMJOB)FJTTVSWJWFECZGJWFDIJMESFO 
%JBOF +BOFU %BWJE  .JDIBFMBOE
,BUIZ OJOFHSBOEDIJMESFOBOEGJWFHSFBU
HSBOEDIJMESFO
'SFE$BSSPMM$SJTQ  'FC  
(BTUPOJB /$)FTFSWFEJOUIF64/BWZ
EVSJOH8PSME8BS**)FQBTUPSFE#BQUJTU
DIVSDIFTJO,JUUSFM 3BMFJHI ;FCVMPO 
4IFMCZ (SPWFSBOE%BMMBT /$)FXBT
SFUJSFEGSPN8FTUNPSFMBOE#BQUJTU$IVSDI
JO$IBSMPUUF /$
+PIO"OHVT.D-FPE+S  .% 
"VH  1BXMFZT*TMBOE 4$)FXBT
BSFUJSFEQBUIPMPHJTUBU.JTTJPO4U+PTFQI
)PTQJUBMJO"TIFWJMMF /$)FJTTVSWJWFE
CZIJTXJGF +VEJUITPOT +PIO"OHVT
***  %BWJE .% BOEIJTXJGF
-ZOEBBOE.BSLBOEIJTXJGF-JEBVHI
UFS .BSUIB/FXTPO BOEGJWFHSBOETPOT
4IJSMFZ3JWFST.VOSPF .% %FD
  1BSBEJTF7BMMFZ ";4IFXBT
BXBSEFEGFMMPXTIJQTJOSFTFBSDIIFNBUPM
PHZ 4MPBO,FUUFSJOH BOEUIF/BUJPOBM
$BODFS*OTUJUVUF&NPSZ6OJWFSTJUZ4IF
XBTBDMJOJDBMBTTPDJBUFQSPGFTTPSBU
&NPSZ6OJWFSTJUZ4DIPPMPG.FEJDJOF 
(SBEZ.FNPSJBM)PTQJUBM BOEBTTJTUBOU
QSPGFTTPSJOUIF4DIPPMPG"MMJFE4DJFODFT
BU(FPSHJB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ4IFXBT
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UIFEJSFDUPSGPSUIF3FE$SPTT4PVUIFSO
"SJ[POB3FHJPOBM#MPPE1SPHSBNGSPN
VOUJMSFUJSJOHJO

UIF"JS'PSDFGPSTJYZFBSTBOEUIFOIBE
BQSJWBUFQSBDUJDFJO"VTUJO 59 GPS
ZFBST

4IJSMFZ1BSLFS3FFDF  +BO 
 8JOTUPO4BMFN4IFXBTUIFXJEPX
PGMPOHUJNF%FBOPG.FOBOEMBUFS%FBO
PG4UVEFOUT.BSL3FFDF  4IF
UBVHIUIJHITDIPPM&OHMJTIJO%VSIBN 
/$ VOUJMGPMMPXJOH8BLF'PSFTUUP
8JOTUPO4BMFNJOXIFOIFSIVTCBOE
XBTIJSFEBTBTTPDJBUFEJSFDUPSPGBMVNOJ
BDUJWJUJFT*O UIFZTFUUMFEPO'BDVMUZ
%SJWF XIFSFTIFDPOUJOVFEUPMJWFVOUJM
TIPSUMZCFGPSFIFSEFBUI4IFXBTUIF
iRVJOUFTTFOUJBMuGBDVMUZXJGF XIPMPWFE
8BLF'PSFTUBOEXFMDPNFETUVEFOUT
JOUPIFSIPNF TBJEOFJHICPSBOEGFMMPX
GBDVMUZXJGF&NJMZ8JMTPO ." JO
IFSFVMPHZi8IFOHSBEVBUFTDBNFCBDL
UP8BLF'PSFTU PGUFOUPTFF%FBO3FFDF 
4IJSMFZQVUUIFIPNFJOIPNFDPNJOHu
4IFJTTVSWJWFECZBEBVHIUFS -JTB
)BSSJT  BOEUISFFTPOT .BSL3FFDF
+S +PIO3FFDF**  BOE+PSEBO
3FFDF  BOEHSBOEDIJMESFO
.FNPSJBMTNBZCFNBEFUPUIF.BSLBOE
4IJSMFZ3FFDF4DIPMBSTIJQ'VOE BOFFE
CBTFEVOEFSHSBEVBUFTDIPMBSTIJQFTUBC
MJTIFECZUIFGBNJMZJO 8BLF'PSFTU
6OJWFSTJUZ 10#PY 8JOTUPO4BMFN 
/$

1BVM'PSSFTUFS8JMMJBNT  +BO 
 #VSMJOHUPO /$)FTQFOUUXPZFBST
JO.PSPDDPBTB64"JS'PSDFDBQUBJOBOE
IFBEPGNFEJDBMTFSWJDFTBUUIFOE
"JS'PSDF)PTQJUBM)FQSBDUJDFENFEJ
DJOFJO#VSMJOHUPOBOETFSWFEBTDIJFG
PGTUBGGBU.FNPSJBM)PTQJUBM)FTFSWFE
POUIF8BLF'PSFTU"MVNOJ$PVODJM)F
JTTVSWJWFECZIJTXJGF 4BMMZUISFFDIJM
ESFO 1BVM+BNFT  BOEIJTXJGF 
.BSUZ5PEE  BOE.BSZ)PMDPNC
 BOEIFSIVTCBOE3JDL  TJY
HSBOEDIJMESFOBOEBCSPUIFS $IBSMFT&
8JMMJBNT+S  +% 

#PCCZ.3VTT  /PW  
8SJHIUTWJMMF#FBDI /$)FTFSWFEBTB
QIBSNBDJTUTNBUFJOUIF64/BWZEVS
JOH8PSME8BS**BOEXBTBEFOUJTUJO
8JMNJOHUPO /$ GPSZFBST
3JDIBSE3PCFSU8BUUT  %FD 
 .PCJMF "-)FXBTB64/BWZ
WFUFSBOPG8PSME8BS**
$IBSMFT.(BSSFUU  +VMZ  
/FXBSL %&)FUBVHIUTDIPPMJO/PSUI
$BSPMJOBBOEUIF/FXBSL %& 4DIPPM
%JTUSJDUBOEXBTBUBQFMJCSBSJBOBUUIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG%FMBXBSFVOUJMIJTSFUJSF
NFOU)FFOKPZFEBMMUZQFTPGNVTJDBOE
QFSGPSNFEXJUIUIF8JMNJOHUPO.BESJHBM
4JOHFST UIF/FXBSL$IPSBMFBOEMPDBM
DIVSDIDIPJST
+PIO$SPGGPSE4BVOEFST+S  %FD
  $BNEFO 4$)FSFUJSFEJO
BGUFSZFBSTXJUIUIF%V1POU$PNQBOZ
8JMMJBN35VSQJO .% 0DU 
 "VTUJO 59)FTFSWFEJOUIF"SNZ
"JS'PSDFEVSJOH8PSME8BS** SFDFJW
JOHUIF"JS.FEBMBOEUIF%JTUJOHVJTIFE
'MZJOH$SPTT)FXBTBOFVSPTVSHFPOJO
8éóí'÷úíûü.éïéĂñöí

#FUUZ3JEEMF%BOJFM  %FD  
$PODPSE /$4IFUBVHIUTDIPPMGPSNBOZ
ZFBST UIFMBTUBU$PSSJIFS-JQF.JEEMF
4DIPPMJO-BOEJT4IFXPSLFEIBSEBTB
QBTUPSTXJGFBOEXBTHJGUFEJONVTJD4IF
JTTVSWJWFECZIFSIVTCBOE &EXBSE)
%BOJFM  BTPO +BNFT BOEIJTXJGF 
1BUUJBOEUISFFHSBOEDIJMESFO 8JMM  
.BHHJFBOE,BUJF
+BDRVFMJOF)BSSJT#SJEHFT  %FD
  4VOTFU#FBDI /$4IFXBTB
WPMVOUFFSGPSIFSDPNNVOJUZBOETFSWFE
QFSJPEJDBMMZBTQJBOJTUBU4FBTJEF6OJUFE
.FUIPEJTU$IVSDI
$BSPM.PPSF)FOTMFZ  /PW 
 $IBSMPUUF /$4IFXBTBCVZFS
GPS5IBMIJNFST%FQBSUNFOU4UPSFJO
3JDINPOE 7" BOEDPGPVOEFSPGBUPVS
DPNQBOZ $IBSMPUUF7JTJUPVST JO$IBSMPUUF 
/$
+PTFQI8JMMJBN.BVOFZ  +% 
+BO  4IFMCZ /$)FTFSWFEJOUIF
64"SNZBTBMJFVUFOBOUDPMPOFMBOE
QSBDUJDFEMBXXJUI)BNSJDL.BVOFZ
'MPXFST.BSUJOGPSPWFSZFBST 
SFNBJOJOHBTFOJPSQBSUOFSBGUFSSFUJSJOH
)FXBTBNFNCFSPGUIFEFCBUFUFBN
XIFO8BLF'PSFTUXBTPOFPGUIFUPQ
EFCBUFUFBNTJOUIF4PVUI)FTFSWFEPO
UIF8BLF'PSFTU"MVNOJ$PVODJM)FJT
TVSWJWFECZIJTXJGF 4VF UISFFEBVHIUFST
BOEUIFJSIVTCBOET &MJ[BCFUI#BHHFSMZ
 BOE1IJM"OOB.BZBOE#SJBO BOE
4VTBO1FSSZ  ."&E BOE
%SFX  UXPCSPUIFST 1FUFS  
BOE+BNFTBOETJTUFST )FMFO -PVJTF
BOE"OO
)VHI#FMM4NJUI  %FD  
$IBSMPUUF /$)FQMBZFECBTFCBMMGPS

UIF$IBSMPUUF)PSOFUTJOBOE
DPBDIFECBTLFUCBMMBU6/$$IBSMPUUFGSPN
)FXBTXJUI#MZUIF$POTUSVDUJPO
$PNQBOZ SFUJSJOHBGUFSZFBST)FJT
TVSWJWFECZIJTXJGF $BSPMZO EBVHIUFST 
"NCFSBOE)FBUIFS TPO #SJDL  BOE
UISFFHSBOEDIJMESFO
-FPO"1PEBSBT  %FD  
.FMCPVSOF '-)FTFSWFEJOUIF64/BWZ
EVSJOH8PSME8BS**)FXBTPSEBJOFECZ
UIF1FOUFDPTUBM)PMJOFTT$IVSDIJO
BOEQBTUPSFEDIVSDIFTJO'BMMTPG/FVTF
BOE"TIFCPSP /$ XBTBOFWBOHFMJTUJO
8JMNJOHUPO /$ KPJOFEIJTCSPUIFSJO
NJOJTUSZJO(BTUPOJB /$ BOEQBTUPSFE
DIVSDIFTJO$IBSMPUUFBOE#FTTFNFS$JUZ 
/$ CFGPSFSFUJSJOHUP.FMCPVSOF
#PCCZ-FF$BMEXFMM  .% 
%FD  ,BOBXIB$JUZ 87)FTFSWFE
JOUIF64"SNZ.FEJDBM$PSQT)FXBT
DIJFGPGUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG1BUIPMPHZBU
UIF$IBSMFTUPO"SFB.FEJDBM$FOUFSGSPN
UP)FXBTBDMJOJDBMQSPGFTTPS
PGQBUIPMPHZBUUIF.BSTIBMM6OJWFSTJUZ
4DIPPMPG.FEJDJOFBOEUIF8FTU7JSHJOJB
6OJWFSTJUZ.FEJDBM$FOUFS POUIFGBDVMUZ
PGUIF$".$4DIPPMPG$ZUPMPHZ EJSFD
UPSPGUIFMBCPSBUPSZGPS$".$.FEJDBM
$FOUFS*OD BOEBNFNCFSPGUIF#SBYUPO
$PVOUZ.FNPSJBM)PTQJUBMTUBGGBOEUIF
&ZF&BS$MJOJD
+PTFQI3BNTFZ)VUDIJOT  0DU 
 8JOTUPO4BMFN)FXBTDPPXOFSPG
.JDIBFMT3FTUBVSBOU
1BVM4UBGGPSEi#VEw,FMMZ  /PW
  $IBQFM)JMM /$)FTFSWFEJOUIF
64"SNZBOEXPSLFEBU/$&RVJQNFOU
$PNQBOZBTBTBMFTNBOGPSZFBST)F
FTUBCMJTIFEUIF$POTUSVDUJPO&RVJQNFOU
1BSUT$PNQBOZJO(PMETUPO /$ BOEXBT
$&0
3VUI1BSLFS4FMMFST  +BO  
$MJOUPO /$
$IBSMFT(7BVHIBO+S  0DU 
 #FOOFUUTWJMMF 4$
+PTFQI/PSSJT8BMMXPSL4S  /PW
  $MFNNPOT /$)FTFSWFEJO
UIF64"SNZ)FXPSLFEGPS1SVEFOUJBM
*OTVSBODF 8BDIPWJB )FOSZ4IBWJU[3FBMUZ
$P /$/#.PSUHBHF$PSQ .D5FFS3FBM
&TUBUF 0.BSTIBMM%PEET IJTPXODPN
NFSDJBMSFBMFTUBUFBQQSBJTBMPGGJDFBOE
/BUJPOT#BOL

%POBME%PSUPO"MNPOE  /PW 
 )VETPO /$)FTFSWFEZFBSTBT
NJOJTUFSPGNVTJDBOEFEVDBUJPOBU'JSTU
#BQUJTU$IVSDIPG)VETPO SFUJSJOHJO
)FBMTPTFSWFEBTNJOJTUFSPGNVTJD
PSNJOJTUFSPGFEVDBUJPOBU'JSTU#BQUJTU
$IVSDIJO.ZSUMF#FBDI 4$ 8IJUFTCVSH 
,: BOE$SBNFSUPO /$BOE4PVUITJEF
#BQUJTU$IVSDIBOE#FTTFNFS#BQUJTU
$IVSDIJO(SFFOTCPSP /$)FXBTB
NFNCFSPGUIF/$#BQUJTU4JOHFSTGPS
PWFSZFBST
+PIO(BSEFO4IJFMET  %FD 
 "TIFCPSP /$)FTFSWFEJOUIF
/BUJPOBM(VBSE XBTFNQMPZFEBMNPTU
ZFBSTXJUI,MPQNBO.JMMTJO"TIFCPSP 
/$ BOEZFBSTBTBUFYUJMFQSPEVDUT
TBMFTFOHJOFFSXJUI%BZ*OUFSOBUJPOBM 
(SFFOWJMMF 4$ SFUJSJOHJO)FJT
TVSWJWFECZIJTXJGF "OO"MFYBOEFS
4IJFMET  BOEUXPEBVHIUFST)F
CFRVFBUIFEIJTCPEZGPSSFTFBSDIBOE
TUVEZUPUIF8BLF'PSFTU6OJWFSTJUZ
.FEJDBM$FOUFS IPQJOHUPIFMQGJOEB
DVSFGPSDBODFS
8JMMJBN#SZBO#PPF+S  /PW
  8JOTUPO4BMFN)FXBTJOUIF
JOTVSBODFCVTJOFTTGPSZFBSTXJUI
4NJUIEFBM$P*OD SFUJSJOHBTQSFTJEFOU
JO)FJTTVSWJWFECZIJTXJGF .BSZ 
UXPEBVHIUFSTBOETPOTJOMBX %BXTPO
#BSUIPMPNFX  BOE.BY BOE
-JMMJBO4UPLFT  BOE3BOTF BOE
GPVSHSBOEDIJMESFO
4V[BOOF&MMJT)BXMFZ  %FD 
 8JOTUPO4BMFN4IFTFSWFEJOUIF
8"7&4EVSJOH8PSME8BS**4IFUBVHIU
&OHMJTIBOE-BUJOJOUIF8JOTUPO4BMFN
'PSTZUI$PVOUZ4DIPPMTGPSZFBST"GUFS
SFUJSJOH TIFWPMVOUFFSFEBU4BNBSJUBO
.JOJTUSJFTBOEUIF4U1BVMT&QJTDPQBM
$IVSDIMJCSBSZ
1BU)PMMJOHTXPSUI)PMTIPVTFS  
%FD  4PVUIFSO1JOFT /$4IFXBT
BQBUJFOUDBSFDPPSEJOBUPSBOEBIPTQJDF
BOEQBMMJBUJWFDBSFOVSTFUISPVHI)PTQJDF
PG4DPUMBOE$PVOUZ4IFTFSWFEBT'JSTU
-BEZPG/PSUI$BSPMJOBGSPN
BOEBTDIBJSPGUIF/$$PNNJTTJPOPO
$JUJ[FO1BSUJDJQBUJPO4IFJTTVSWJWFECZ
IFSIVTCBOE 'PSNFS(PWFSOPS+BNFT
)PMTIPVTFS BEBVHIUFS (JOOZ.JMMT
 ."&E BOEIFSIVTCBOE +PIO 
UXPHSBOEEBVHIUFST )PMMZBOE.BHHJF 
BOEUXPTJTUFST /BODZ#SPXO  BOE
-JOEB4JNNT
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The little school that did
By Dave Joseph
South Florida Sun-Sentinel

O

PPOSITE WORLD IS COOL .

That’s what we learned here
Tuesday night at the FedEx Orange
Bowl. In a game featuring a school
no one ever expected to be in a BCS
game and in a game many thought
would be tedious because it had no
national championship implications
or pre-game hype—tiny Wake Forest
gave Louisville’s emerging program
and an announced crowd of 74,470
a memorable game.
How refreshing. Suddenly, a
BCS game didn’t have to be lifeand-death to be appealing. It didn’t
have to come down to a coach’s
job on the line. It didn’t have to
feature behemoths like Florida State
or Miami. It could star a small,
tie-dyed school from Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.
Yes, the favored Cardinals won,
scoring 14 fourth-quarter points
to beat the Demon Deacons 24–13.
But how could you not come away
from this game enamored by the
Demon Deacons? Wake Forest. The
little engine that could…I think I
can…I think I can…How could you
not like a school of 6,700 students,
only 4,300 undergraduates, stuffing
it to those ACC giants like Florida
State? How could you not like the
smallest school ever to compete in
a BCS game?
These things don’t happen anymore in big-time college football.
Heck, even “little” Boise State has
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18,000 students, Louisville 25,000.
Demon Deacons coach Jim Grobe
had to put a team together with
local kids who weren’t highly
recruited or necessarily motivated
by the size of a school’s stadium
or, ironically, its chance of playing
in a BCS game.
Wake Forest. In a BCS game.
Only in opposite world.
Think about it: If every current
undergraduate and graduate student
at Wake Forest attended Tuesday’s
game, Dolphin Stadium would
have mirrored a Tuesday afternoon
game in August between the Marlins
and Nationals. Heck, if every living
Wake Forest graduate attended
the Orange Bowl, there would
have still been 20,000 empty seats
Tuesday night.
But here were the Demon
Deacons playing in a BCS game
in front of probably the largest
gathering of Wake Forest alumni
in school history. Black and gold,
tie-dyed crazies from WinstonSalem, North Carolina. The kind of
students who celebrate school victories by covering the center of
campus with toilet paper. Every
Deadhead should adopt this school.
Jerry Garcia meets Mr. Whipple.
The smallest school and coolest.
And a team that refused to believe
it couldn’t succeed.
This was the culmination for the
Demon Deacons of an improbable
year, one that could have been lost

back in September when they managed to block a last-second field goal
attempt to beat lowly Duke. Despite
losses to Clemson and Virginia Tech,
the Demon Deacons never went
away. They beat Georgia Tech and
Florida State and Maryland on the
road. And they did it all after losing
their starting quarterback, running
back and left tackle.
And now this.
After going down 10 –3 after
Louisville stole a play from their
playbook by scoring on a modified
flea flicker, Cinderella got mad.
Wake Forest tied the game on a
30-yard touchdown to Nate Morton
from Riley Skinner, formerly the
Deacons’ third-string quarterback.
Then they took the lead in the
fourth quarter on a 36-yard field
goal by Sam Swank. But they fumbled deep inside Cardinals territory
twice, and they couldn’t stop the
No. 5-ranked Cardinals in the fourth
quarter. Suddenly, the magic had
run out. Midnight had approached.
It was too bad, really.
Back to the real world.

This column appeared in the South
Florida Sun-Sentinel on January 3,
2007, and is reprinted with permission.

ANGIE HUFFMAN EVATT

Sign of the Times
When Mike Huffman (’64) and his wife
Nancy planned a family trip to New York
City for the holidays, they did it long
before they knew Wake Forest would be
competing for its first ACC football
championship in thirty-six years. The
Huffmans, along with their children and
grandchildren, were walking back to
their hotel via Times Square when the
news ticker announced to the world that
the Deacons had won! As the family
(including N.C. State and Clemson grads)
cheered, Angie Huffman Evatt captured
the moment with her camera. For
information on the photo, contact her
at Devatt@carolina.rr.com.

